There are well-known limitations and drawbacks on the performance and robustness of the feed-forward, fully-connected Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), or the so-called Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). In this study we shall address them by Generalized Operational Perceptrons (GOPs) that consist of neurons with distinct (non-)linear operators to achieve a generalized model of the biological neurons and ultimately a superior diversity. We modified the conventional back-propagation (BP) to train GOPs and furthermore, proposed Progressive Operational Perceptrons (POPs) to achieve self-organized and depth-adaptive GOPs according to the learning problem. The most crucial property of the POPs is their ability to simultaneously search for the optimal operator set and train each layer individually. The final POP is, therefore, formed layer by layer and in this paper we shall show that this ability enables POPs with minimal network depth to attack the most challenging learning problems that cannot be learned by conventional ANNs even with a deeper and significantly complex configuration. Experimental results show that POPs can scale up very well with the problem size and can have the potential to achieve a superior generalization performance on real benchmark problems with a significant gain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Learning in the broader sense can be in the form of classification, data regression, feature extraction and syntheses, or function approximation. For instance the objective for classification is finding out the right transformation of the input data (raw signal, data or feature vector) of each class to a distinct location in N-dimensional space that is far and well-separated from the others where N is the number of classes. Therefore, the main challenge in learning is to find out the right transformation (linear or nonlinear) or in general, the right set of consecutive transformations so as to accomplish the underlying learning objective. For this purpose most existing classifiers use only one or few (non-)linear operators. The most typical example is Support Vector Machines (SVMs) where one has to make the critical choice of the (non-)linear kernel function that will be used and subsequently define appropriate parameters. Even if one can optimize the performance of the classifier with respect to the kernel function's parameters, choosing an inappropriate kernel function can lead to far inferior performance, when compared to the performance that can be achieved by using the kernel function fitting to the characteristics of the problem at hand. Consider for instance, two sample feature transformations (FS-1 and FS-2) illustrated in Figure 1 where for illustration purposes features are only shown in 1-D and 2-D, and only two-class problems are considered. In the case of FS-1, the SVM with a polynomial kernel in quadratic form would make the proper transformation into 3-D so that the new (transformed) features are linearly separable. However, for Progressive Operational Perceptrons Serkan Kiranyaz, Turker Ince, Alexandros Iosifidis and Moncef Gabbouj FS-2, a sinusoid with the right frequency, f, should be used instead. Therefore, especially in real and complex problems a high level of operational diversity, which can only enable the right (set of) transformations is of paramount importance. . In biological learning systems, this is addressed in the neurons at the cellular level. As shown in Figure 2 , in the mammalian nervous system, each neuron conducts the electrical signal over three distinct operations: 1) synaptic connections in Dendrites:
an individual operation over each input signal from the synapse connection of the input neuron's axon terminals, 2) a pooling operation of the operated input signals via spatial and temporal signal integrator in the Soma, and finally, 3) an activation in the initial section of the Axon or the so-called Axon hillock: if the pooled potentials exceed a certain limit, it "activates" a series of pulses (called action potentials). As shown in the right side of the figure, each terminal button is connected to other neurons across a small gap called a synapse. The physical and neurochemical characteristics of each synapse determine the signal operation which is nonlinear in general [1] , [2] along with the signal strength and polarity of the new input signal. Information storage or processing is concentrated in the cells' synaptic connections or more precisely through certain operations of these connections together with the connection strengths (i.e., weights) [1] . Such biological neurons or neural systems in general are built from a large diversity of neuron types varying entirely or partially structural, neurochemical and electrophysiological properties [4] - [9] . For instance in mammalian retina there are roughly 55 different types of neurons to perform the low-level visual sensing [7] . The functions of the 22 of them are already known and a cell defined as a "type" by structural criteria carries out a distinct and individual physiological function (operator). Accordingly in neurological systems, several distinct operations with proper weights (parameters) are created to accomplish such diversity and trained in time to perform or "to learn" many neural functions. Neural networks, both biological and artificial with higher diversity of computational operators have more computational powers [5] , [10] - [13] and it is also a fact that adding more neural diversity allows the network size and total connections to be reduced [9] . Conventional ANNs were designed to simulate biological neurons; however, at the best ANN models are based only loosely on biology. The most typical ANN neuron model is McCulloch-Pitts which is mainly used in many feed-forward ANNs such as multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). As in Eq. (1) , in this formal model an artificial neuron performs linear summation scaled with the synaptic weights. So the synaptic connections with distinct neurochemical operations and the integration in the Soma are modelled solely as a linear transformation (i.e. the linear weighted sum) followed by a possibly nonlinear thresholding function, f(.), also called as the activation function.
It is obvious from Eq. (1) that this model is indeed a limited and crude model of the biological neurons and this is one of the reasons that render ANNs having a high variation on their learning and generalization performances in many problems [15] , [16] . There have been some attempts in the literature to modify MLPs by changing the neuron model and/or conventional BP algorithm [17] - [19] , however, their performance improvements were not significant in general. Even though the network topology [20] - [22] or the parameter updates [24] were optimized according to the problem in hand, such approaches still inherit the main drawback of MLPs, i.e., they employ the conventional neuron model described in Eq. (1). This is also true for other ANN topologies such as recurrent neural networks, long short-term memory networks and convolutional neural networks [23] .
Another well-known feed-forward and fully-connected ANNs are the Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) [11] , [12] which employ a set of RBFs each of which is embedded in a hidden neuron. The most typical RBF is Gaussian and, thanks to this nonlinear operator RBF networks promise a faster learning capability than the MLPs. However, they still suffer from the same major problem of incapability to approximate certain functions or discriminate certain patterns [25] unless (sometimes infeasibly) large network configuration is used because they use only one operator, the RBF, regardless of the problem in hand. This is also evident on the recent studies on MLPs [26] - [28] . Particularly [27] focuses on Deep and Shallow Architecture of Multilayer Neural Networks and their limitations. The two main questions that we want to answer in this paper are: "Can we learn highly complex transformations by using small, minimal-depth network topologies?" and "How can we efficiently form networks that can adapt to both the nature and the complexity of the problem at hand with proper operators?"
We believe that the answers for these questions are hidden in the nature of the basic processing units (i.e. neurons) used to build our learning model. In order to address the aforementioned drawbacks and especially accomplish a generalized model of biological neurons with superior operational diversity, in this paper we shall first present Generalized Operational Perceptrons (GOPs) that can encapsulate many linear and nonlinear operators. Contrary to MLPs, each neuron in a GOP can perform a distinct operation over its input signals. This mimics a biological neuron cell with a distinct neurochemical characteristics of its synaptic connections each with a certain strength (weight). A neuron (node) has only one operator and hence it is called the nodal operator that uses the same function but with a different parameter (weight) for each neuron connection from the previous layer.
The outputs of the nodal operators will then be integrated with a pooling operator, which contrary to MLPs, can be any proper integrator besides summation. Finally, a similar flexibility is also allowed for the activation operator (function). Thus, each GOP neuron can have any operator set (nodal, pool and activation) where each operator is selected among a library of operators to maximize the learning performance.. Finding out the optimal operator set for each neuron is crucial for GOPs. In this study our primary objective is to design a minimal depth GOP with the least number of hidden layers while it can learn a complex problem with the desired accuracy. In order to achieve this we shall then propose the Progressive Operational Perceptrons (POPs). POPs are heterogeneous GOPs that are self-organized and depth-adaptive according to the learning problem. As the name implies they are created progressively, layer by layer, while the operators and parameters of each layer are optimized within a distinct and single hidden layer GOP using a greedy iterative search (GIS). A hidden layer is formed (best operator set is searched and parameters optimized for each hidden neuron) by GIS and integrated into the current POP only if it cannot achieve the learning objective in its current form. This approach further enables us to search for the best operators for each layer individually; otherwise the search space for a GOP with several hidden layers can be unfeasibly large.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, GOPs will be introduced along with their training by the modified BP. In Section III the focus will be drawn on POPs together with the search processes to find out the best possible operator set(s).
Section IV presents a large set of experiments to evaluate the learning and generalization performances over the most challenging problems and benchmark datasets. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and suggests topics for future research.
II. GENERALIZED OPERATIONAL PERCEPTRONS (GOPS)

A. Overview
As illustrated in Figure 3 , the i th GOP neuron at layer l+1 has three operators: nodal operator, 
. For example the nodal operator library,    , can be composed of by the operators: multiplication, exponential, harmonic (sinusoid), quadratic function, Gaussian, Derivative of Gaussian (DoG), Laplacian, Hermitian, etc. Similarly, the pool operator library,   P , can include: summation, n-correlation, maximum, median, etc. Typical activation functions that suit to classification problems can be combined within the activation operator library,   F , composed of, e.g., tanh, linear, lincut, binary, etc. The i th GOP neuron at layer l+1 has the connection weights to each neuron in the previous layer, l, and each weight is now the parameter of its nodal operator,
Figure 3: The formation of a GOP neuron at layer-l from the outputs of the previous layer's neurons.
When the operator set of conventional MLPs (multiplication, summation and tanh) is used then the homogenous GOP will naturally be identical to a MLP. GOPs also inherit such MLP properties that indeed mimic the fundamental properties of the biological neurons: First and the foremost property is the connection weights. Although they now become the parameters of the nodal operators, a GOP neuron can still cut the connection with any neuron in the previous layer by simply assigning its connection weight to zero. The bias, which models the DC voltage level in a neuron cell is also used as the DC bias over the pooled outputs of the nodal operators. GOPs share the topological and structural properties of the MLPs too: They are both in layered structure, fully-connected and feed-forward networks. Due to these common properties MLPs are a subset of GOPs Accordingly, in the worse-case scenario (GOP = MLP) they naturally have the same theoretical ability with MLPs to approximate any function arbitrarily well [36] .
B. Back Propagation for GOPs
For an L-layer GOP, let l=1 and l=L be the input (In) and output (Out) layers, respectively. The minimum squared error (MSE) in the output layer can be written as:
For an input vector p, and its corresponding output vector,   L N L L y y ,...., 1 , we aim to compute the derivative of this error with respect to an individual weight (connected to that neuron, k) and bias (of the neuron k), l ik w and l k b , so that we can perform gradient descent method to minimize the error accordingly:
Both derivatives depend on the sensitivities of the error to the input, l k
x . These sensitivities are usually called as delta errors.
be the delta error of the k th neuron at layer l. Now we can write the delta error by one step backward propagation from the output of that neuron, l k y :
This means that the moment we found the sensitivities of the error to the output, l k y E   , we can then find the delta error. For the output layer, l=L, we know both terms:
Now consider the GOP in Figure 3 and let the output of the previous layer neuron be, 
This basically means that the output of the k th neuron in the previous layer, 
. Then Eq. (7) becomes:
will be different functions for different nodal and pooling operators. From the output sensitivity, l k y E   , we already know how to get the delta of that neuron, l k  , which leads to the generic equation of the backpropagation of the deltas for GOPs, as follows:
Once all the deltas in each layer are formed by back-propagation, then weights and bias of each neuron can be updated by the gradient descent method. Specifically the delta of the k th neuron at layer l, l k  will be used to update the bias of that neuron and all weights of the neurons in the previous layer connected to that neuron. The bias update in GOPs is identical as for MLPs,
For the weight sensitivity, we can write the chain rule of derivatives as,
. Then Eq. (11) simplifies to, with respect to the weight, +1 , and the output, of the previous layer neurons. Similarly, Table 2 presents some typical pooling operators and their derivatives with respect to the output of the i th neuron's nodal operator at layer, l+1 over the weight, +1 , and the output, , of the k th neuron in the previous layer. Using these lookup tables, the error on the output layer can be back-propagated and weight sensitivities can be computed. BP iterations can be run iteratively to update the weights (the parameters of the nodal operators) and biases of each neuron in the GOP until a stopping criterion has been met such as maximum number of iterations (iterMax) or the target learning objective. As a result the algorithm for the BP training of GOPs is given in Table 3 .
Note that the BP training is independent from the operator search. In other words, a GOP can be trained by BP only after an operator set has been assigned to each neuron of the network. The BP training for GOPs is a gradient descent method just like the traditional BP for MLPs. Therefore, both BP operations suffer equally from possible early convergence to a local minimum and multiple BP runs are usually required for a better convergence. Although GOPs can be homogenous as MLPs where one operator set is assigned to the entire network, this will significantly limit the diversity of the network. Our objective is to form a highly divergent heterogeneous GOP where the parameters and the operators for each neuron are optimized according to the problem at hand so that each hidden layer should perform the right transformation over the complex pattern of the previous layer outputs so as to maximize the learning objective at the output layer. This requires a throughout search for the right operators along with the training of the entire network to find out the right parameters. However, this is a typical "Chicken and Egg" problem because finding out the right operators even for a single neuron eventually requires a trained network to evaluate the learning performance. Furthermore, the optimality of the operator set of that neuron obviously depends on the operators of the other neurons since variations in the latter can drastically change
the optimality of the earlier operator choice for that neuron. These problems will addressed by a progressive formation approach explained in the next section. ii. BP: Compute delta error at the output layer and back-propagate it to first hidden layer to find out all the delta errors.
iii. PP: Find the weight and bias sensitivities as in Eqs. (10) and (12) iv. Update: Update the weights and biases with the (cumulation of) sensitivities found in previous step scaled with the learning factor, ε:
III. PROGRESSIVE OPERATIONAL PERCEPTRONS
Let Θ be the operator library that contains all possible operator sets. In a multi-layer heterogeneous GOP, considering the depth and size of the network and the number of operator set alternatives in Θ, a sequential search for finding out the operator set for each neuron will be computationally infeasible due to the massive size of such combinatorial search space. This is the main motivation behind the Progressive Operational Perceptrons (POPs). Starting from the first hidden layer, each hidden layer of the final POP (the target multi-layer heterogeneous GOP) is formed individually and the next hidden layer will only be formed if the target learning objective could not be achieved so far with the current POP. The latter explains why POPs are depthadaptive as they only get deeper when the learning problem could not be solved with the current POP. Without loss of generality we shall now assume a max-depth POP topology with hmax hidden layers, POPmax is defined in advance for two reasons: 1) to put a practical depth limit for the progressive formation, and 2) the final POP can be formed according to its layer topology (e.g. number of neurons in each layer) and with a depth (number of layers) less than or equal to the maximum depth. Therefore, POPmax will be a configuration template for the final POP.
The formation of each hidden layer, h, is optimized in a distinct and minimal-depth GOP, GOPmin(h), with only a single hidden layer and the output layer that are the corresponding hidden and output layers of the POPmax. The objective is to form both hidden and output layers in such a way that maximizes the learning performance. As mentioned earlier, the formation of a layer involves both finding out the optimal operators and their parameters for its neurons. In this minimal-depth network a sequential and iterative search using short BP training runs is now both feasible and significantly easier for finding the optimal operator sets. For the formation of the first hidden layer the input layer of the POPmax will be identical for the GOPmin (1) .
While forming both hidden and output layers within the GOPmin(1), we are basically investigating whether the learning objective can be achieved by this GOP. If so, the formed GOPmin(1) with the optimal operators and parameters will be the final POP and the progressive formation can be terminated without forming other hidden layers. Otherwise, the formed hidden layer within GOPmin(1) will be appended into the final POP as the first hidden layer, the output of which will be used as the input layer of the GOPmin(2) that will then be used to form the second hidden layer. In other words, the second hidden layer will now be formed within the GOPmin(2) whose input layer is the (neuron outputs of the) first hidden layer that is formed earlier within GOPmin (1) . To compute these neuron outputs the training data is simply forward propagated within GOPmin (1) .
If the learning objective is achieved when the GOPmin(2) is formed, then its hidden and output layers can then be used as the second hidden and the output layers of the final POP and the progressive search can be terminated without forming other hidden layers. Otherwise, the progressive formation will continue with the third hidden layer formation and so on until either the learning objective is achieved or the last hidden layer of the POPmax is formed within the corresponding GOPmin(hmax). The progressive formation in each GOPmin aims to find the optimal operator set for each hidden neuron. For this purpose a sequential search by evaluating each operator set in Θ individually for each hidden neuron will still have an infeasible computational complexity. It is also probable that for any layer, searching for different optimal operator sets for its neurons might be redundant. For instance for classification, the optimal operator set for a neuron at layer l, makes that neuron output as the most informative (i.e. achieves the highest discrimination among the classes) for the input pattern from the previous layer neurons' outputs. Since the input pattern of each neuron at layer l is identical (i.e., the pattern present at the outputs of the neurons in the layer l-1), the optimal operator set for one neuron should also be optimal for the other neurons at layer l.
Therefore, we can limit the search operation by assigning one operator set to all the neurons at a particular layer. Still the alternative can also be tried by assigning random operator sets to both layers (hidden and output) neurons and performing few short BP test runs to evaluate the learning performance of the GOPmin. Starting at this assignment (and evaluation), then the progressive formation of the hidden layer is carried out by a greedy iterative search (GIS) that basically performs layerwise evaluation by sequentially assigning one operator set in Θ to all neurons of a layer in that GOPmin while keeping the other layer as is. GIS starts with initially assigning random operator sets to both layers and initial evaluation of this assignment to verify whether the aforementioned redundancy assumption holds. Once an operator set is assigned to a layer, by running few BP test-runs the operator set can be evaluated with respect to the learning objective. At the end of the evaluation of all sets in Θ for the layer l, the best performing operator set, * , is then assigned to all the neurons of that layer and the GIS iterates on the other layer. Two-pass GIS Algorithm: GIS starts the iteration from the most dependent layer, the output layer and proceed towards to the least dependent layer, the hidden layer of the GOPmin. This will give the output layer to assign the best -so far-operator set at an initial stage so that a more convenient search can be made at the hidden layer accordingly. Note that when the GIS is accomplished for the output layer, the * found can still be the random operator (an operator randomly selected from Θ) if the so-far best learning performance is achieved with that. Once the evaluation is completed for the output layer and the best operator set is found and assigned, the first GIS is then carried out with the hidden layer and terminates afterwards. The second GIS is then performed once again starting from the output layer again to see whether another operator set is now optimal with the recent assignment for the hidden layer. This is indeed possible because at the first GIS iteration, the optimal operator set for the first layer is found when the neurons at the output layer have initially random operator sets. When the second GIS terminates, one can be sure that the GOPmin now has just been trained by BP with the optimal operator sets assigned for both layers, hidden and output. If the best so far learning performance achieved is below the learning objective, then the formed hidden layer within GOPmin is appended as the next hidden layer of the final POP and the progressive formation of the next hidden layer of the POPmax is performed in another GOPmin with the same two-pass GIS; otherwise the progressive formation of the final POP can now be terminated and both hidden and output layers of the GOPmin can finally be appended to the final POP. This is the case during the progressive formation of the GOPmin(3) in the sample illustration given in Figure 4 . The algorithm for the twopass GIS over the operator library, Θ, is expressed in Table 4 .
Note that during GIS passes, the best performing GOP with the optimal operator sets, GOPmin*(ℎ, ), can be achieved at any iteration of any BP test-run, not necessarily at the end of the search process. This is because each assignment of the * to the layer l neurons only guarantees that the operator set, * , is optimal providing that the operator set assigned to other layer is also optimal; if not, * is just the best-so-far operator when other layer has those sub-optimal operator sets and this basically means that * is a local optimal solution. Therefore, the 3-layer GOP with the optimal operators, GOPmin*(ℎ, ) is the primary output of the GIS, not the one with the * that is converged at the end of the two-pass GIS operation. Table 5 presents a sample GIS operation over the 3-layer GOPmin(1) that is the GOPmin for the first hidden layer of the POPmax. Initially each GOP neuron has an operator set randomly assigned from Θ. As layer 0 is the input layer, initially the GOPmin can be represented as: I-R-R where 'I' represents the input layer without any operators and 'R' represents random operator set assignment within Θ to that layer's neurons. In each layer the operator sets in Θ will now be present due to such random initialization and a proper assessment can now be performed about the layerwise operator set assignments for the output layer. This is the 1 st GIS iteration, operator sets inΘ, will be assigned to the output layer in a sequential order and evaluated by two consecutive test runs. The table presents the test run indices and the best performance achieved within (minimum MSE) only if the test run with a particular operator set assignment achieves a better performance than the previous best result. Therefore, the last entry of each layer presents the minimum MSE from the best test-run, e.g., for GIS iteration 1 and layer2, minimum MSE = 0.416x10 -2 is achieved by the operator set 21 within Θ during the first test-run. This is why the operator set 21 is then assigned to the output layer and the search process continues for the layer 1 over the GOP: I-R-21. At the end of the 1 st GIS iteration, the so-far best GOP has I-64-21 layout and thus the 2 nd GIS iteration now seeks for the best operator set for the output layer again while previous layer contains the 64 th operator set in Θ and thus verifies whether or not operator set 21 is still the best for the output layer. For this sample problem it turns out that the operator set 31 in the output layer gives the best result.
As highlighted in the table the best performance (minimum MSE = 6.2x10 -4 ) was achieved with the GOPmin*( ), at the 2 nd GIS iteration during the 2 nd BP test-run while evaluating output layer with the operator set 31.
Table 5: Starting with a 3-layer GOPmin with random operators (I-R-R) where I stands for the input layer and R stands for the random operator assignments for the hidden and the output layers, two GIS passes over the operator sets in are illustrated by performing two test-runs per operator set.
GIS Pass Layer Op. Set Test-Run MSE (x10 -2 ) GOP Op. Sets
Init.
1+2 R -19.43 I-R-R 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we shall present a large set of experiments conducted to evaluate learning performances and generalization potential of the POPs. For POPs the sample nodal and pooling operators as given in Table 1 and Table 2 will be used along with the three activation operators: {tanh, linear, lincut} enumerated as {0, 1, 2}. Recall that for each operator, 0-enumaration is always used for the MLP operator (multiplication, summation and tanh), therefore, a homogenous GOP with the operator set 0 having these default operators will be identical to the MLP. For the evaluation of the learning performance, we used a 6-layer
POPmax with the configuration: Inx48x24x12x6xOut where In and Out are the input and output layer sizes that are determined by the learning problem. For fair comparative performance evaluations against MLPs and RBF networks the same network configuration, learning parameters, and experimental setup will be used. In other words, when the final POP is formed, its network configuration and BP parameters will be used in the "equivalent MLP". However, since RBF networks can only have a single hidden layer, we shall form the equivalent RBF network that has the number of hidden (Gaussian) neurons equivalent to the total number of all hidden neurons of the final POP. Moreover, we shall also use deep (complex) MLP and RBF configurations to see whether they are able to achieve a similar or better learning performance than the POPs. For instance if the final POP is formed with the topology, Inx48x24xOut, the equivalent MLP will be formed with the identical topology and the equivalent RBF will have Σn =48+24=72 Gaussian neurons. On the other hand, the deep MLP configuration will have 3 more hidden layers and 672 more hidden neurons for the same learning problem. Since the dynamic range of all problems encountered is (or converted to) in the range of [-1, 1], the maximum output will correspond to 1 and all the others to -1. However, for those classification problems with a single output (e.g. all synthetic problems), we shall further require a minimum 90% confidence level for each assignment (to 1 and -1), meaning that a classification error (CE) occurs if the actual output is not within the 10% range of the desired output. The top section of Table   7 enumerates the operators in their corresponding sets and the bottom section presents the index of each individual operator set in the operator library, Θ, which will be used in all experiments. So there are 4 x3x6=72 operator sets in Θ.
During the progressive formation (PF) in each GOPmin we perform 2 BP test runs with maximum 500 epochs for the evaluation of each operator set in Θ for each layer of the GOPmin. We performed 10 PF operations to obtain the learning and generalization performance statistics, such as mean, standard deviation and the best performance score achieved. Afterwards, if the target learning objective is not achieved yet, as an optional post-process the final POP with the best performance can further be trained by regular BP runs each with maximum 3000 epochs. For both BP test and regular runs we performed a global adaptation on the learning rate, i.e., for each BP iteration, t, with the MSE obtained at the output layer, E(t), a global adaptation of the learning rate, ε, is performed within the range [5.10 -1 , 5.10 -5 ], as follows:
where α=1.05 and β=0.7, respectively. Each BP run starts with a random parameter initialization and store the network that achieves the best performance. For any BP run, we embed a stopping criteria that consists of the combination of maximum iteration number (e.g. 500 for test and 3000 for regular BP runs) and the target performance level, i.e., 10 -4 for the MSE or 10 -3 for the CE and 99% for F1 over the train dataset. When the target performance level is reached in any BP run (e.g. during a BP test run of a GIS) further BP runs can obviously be omitted.
A. Evaluation of the Learning Performance
In order to evaluate the learning performance of the POPs we shall be using the most challenging synthetic problems such as Two-Spirals [30] - [32] , N-bit parity problem [33] , N-bit prime number estimation problem, 1-D and 2-D highly dynamic and multimodal function approximations and the most challenging of all, uniform white noise approximation with 1000 samples.
In order to test the learning scalability of the POPs, we extended the dataset size of the three problems: Two-Spirals, N-bit Parity and white noise approximation. Next we shall introduce each problem briefly with their extensions.
1) Two-Spirals Problem
Two-Spirals problem, which was proposed by Alexis Wieland [30] is highly non-linear and promises further interesting properties. For instance, the 2D data exhibits some temporal characteristics where radius and angle of the spiral vary with time.
The error space is highly multi-modal with many local minima, thus methods such as BP encounters severe problems on error reduction [29] . The data set consists of 194 patterns (2D points), 97 samples in each of the two classes (spirals). It is now used as a benchmark for ANNs by many researchers. Lang and Witbrock in [31] reported that a near-optimum solution could not be obtained with standard BP algorithm over feed-forward ANNs. They tried a special network structure with short-cut links between layers. Similar conclusions are reported by Baum and Lang [29] that the problem is unsolvable with 2-layers MLPs with 2x50x1 configuration. This, without doubt, is one of the hardest learning problems for the conventional MLPs.
As shown in Figure 6 we extended the original Two-Spirals problem 30 times so that there are now 30x194=5820 samples and both spirals have also 3 times more densely rounding around each other.
2) 1-D and 2-D Function Approximations
As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , we used a highly dynamic and multimodal 1-D and 2-D Rastrigin functions for the function approximation, expressed in Eq. (15). 
where K=0.62 is the normalization coefficient to fit the function to [-1, 1] range. 1-D Rastrigin function has 1000 uniformly distributed points and the 2-D function has a 50x50 grid of uniformly distributed 2500 points.
3) N-bit Parity Problem
N-bit parity problem [33] is defined as follows: given a binary N-dimensional input vector, x = (x1 ,...,xN) , the parity is 1 if the number of 1s is odd, otherwise 0. 2-bit parity problem is identical to XOR problem that cannot be solved by Single Layer Perceptrons (SLPs). Many studies on MLPs have been tested over N-bit parity problem where N is kept low, e.g., 3 < N < 8.
On such low N-bit parity problems, MLPs can provide solutions with varying accuracies. However as N gets bigger, MLPs, especially the simpler configurations with a single hidden layer entirely fail to learn. We first set N = 12 and perform comparative evaluations. The dataset has 2 12 = 4096 samples. We shall then extend this 8 times to 2 15 = 32768 samples by setting N = 15 in order to test the scalability performance of the POPs.
4) N-bit Prime Number Problem
N-bit prime number problem can be stated as follows: given an input integer number, the objective is to learn the number is prime or not from its N-dimensional binary decomposition into an input vector, x = (x1 ,...,xN) . The output is 1 if the number is prime, otherwise 0. To our knowledge this is an unprecedented learning problem ever proposed and it poses an even higher challenge than the N-bit parity problem. We set N=12, therefore, the prime numbers up to 4095 will be learned.
5) (Uniform) White Noise Approximation
Uniform white noise is a random signal with a uniform distribution, e.g., ~U(-1, 1). The approximation of such a purely random signal is the most challenging learning problem by far since ideally there is no pattern for learning; however, the uniform random number generators in computers are actually not stochastic but a chaotic (pseudo-random) process which depends on a certain function that generates a sequence of numbers with respect to a seed number initially set. Furthermore, our aim is to test POPs, whether or not they are capable of "approximating" some complex pattern over those pseudo-random numbers with the desired accuracy. For this purpose we first generate a white noise sequence with 1000 random numbers ~U(-1, 1) uniformly distributed in the range of [-1, 1]. We then extend this to 5000 random numbers to test the scalability of the POPs. For this extension only, due to the severity of the problem, we doubled the number of hidden neurons of the POPmax. Table 8 presents the learning performance statistics (mean, μ, standard deviation, σ, and the minimum) of the POPs and the conventional ANNs with the equivalent and deep configurations. The results are individually given for 1-D and 2-D function approximation problem; therefore, there are now results for 6 problems and 3 extensions. The corresponding final POP configuration can be seen from Table 6 . Several important observations can be made. Even though these are among the most challenging learning problems ever proposed, in the majority of the problems the best POPs achieved 100% classification accuracy (CE = 0) or MSE = 0. Among the six problems encountered, for only two of them the best result is achieved with a final POP that has the same number of hidden layers as the POPmax. This indicates a proper depth and hence a diversity adaptation according to the problem. This further reveals the crucial role of finding the right operator set for each layer to achieve such an elegant learning performance with the right depth. On the other hand none of the equivalent MLP or RBF configurations is able to achieve this and on the contrary, they entirely failed on the majority of the problems. Interestingly this is also true for deep MLP and RBF configurations even though the network size is increased more than 10 times with additional hidden layer(s). Although the learning performances somewhat improved, in general they still perform significantly worse than the POPs. For instance the best performance achieved by the deep MLPs is: MSE = 22.77x10 -2 . A certain improvement is visible over the best result achieved by the equivalent MLPs (28.15x10 -2 ). However, as shown in Figure 9 , this "improved" approximation is still a failure and hence the improvement is negligible. The best of the deep RBF networks, on the other hand, managed to achieve the learning objective for the two problems. This is in fact an expected outcome because it is a well-known fact that ANNs with only one arbitrarily large hidden layer could approximate a function to any level of precision [35] . Recall that deep RBFs has the hidden layer with 744 neurons and, therefore, over the two dataset with the least size, Two-Spirals (194) and 1-D Rastrigin (1000), and even partially over the white noise (1000) they achieved the target learning performance thanks to such large hidden layer. This was however, no longer possible over the larger datasets with more than 2000 samples. Obviously, using such a sheer size of hidden neurons that is in the same scale with the dataset size is not a feasible option for many real datasets.
As anticipated from the initial results, neither configuration of conventional ANNs manage to learn any of the three extended problems. POPs, on the other hand, achieved a similar performance level as before and thus exhibit a high level of scalability.
An interesting observation worth mentioning here is that with the same POPmax is used for the two extended problems, the best POP achieved for 15bit Parity problem has a single hidden layer as for the 12 bit counterpart whereas it has only two hidden layers for the extended Two-Spirals problem as opposed to the three hidden layers for the original version. This basically means that as long as the right depth and operator sets are found, the POPs can still show the same performance level even though the dataset size is significantly increased (e.g. 30 times in this case). This is indeed not a surprising outcome for POPs since when the underlying pattern (or function) is properly modelled by the right blend of operators, the POPs performance should not get affected by the dataset size as long as the same pattern or function prevails. In the extreme case when there is no pattern or a function at all, as in the case of white noise signal, POPs can still cope up with the problem as long as sufficient diversity is provided. This is indeed the case for the extended white noise approximation with 5000 samples. We increased the dataset size 5 times and demonstrate that it is sufficient to achieve a similar learning performance with a POPmax that has the same depth and only twice as many hidden neurons. Figure 10 shows 
B. Generalization Evaluations over UCI Machine Learning (Proben1) Datasets
In the previous sections a set of synthetic problems that are among the hardest and the most complex in this area, has been used in order to test the learning capabilities of the GOPs along with the extensive comparative evaluations against the conventional ANNs. In this section we shall be evaluating the generalization capability of the GOPs over the real benchmark datasets having limited and scarce training data with missing attributes. The obvious reason behind this is to make the generalization a challenging task for a proper evaluation. Morevoer, we used even simpler POPmax configuration: Inx24x12x6xOut. From We now briefly describe each classification problem as follows: 
2) Diabetes
This data set is used to predict diabetes diagnosis among Pima Indians. All patients reported are females of at least 21 years old. There are total of 768 exemplars of which 500 are classified as diabetes negative and 268 as diabetes positive. The data set is originally partitioned as 384 for training, 192 for validation and 192 for testing. It consists of 8 input and 2 output attributes.
3) Heart Disease
The initial data set consists of 920 exemplars with 35 input attributes, some of which are severely missing. Hence a second data set is composed using the cleanest part of the preceding set, which was created at Cleveland Clinic Foundation by Dr.
Robert Detrano. The Cleveland data is called as "heartc" in Proben1 repository and contains 303 exemplars but 6 of them still contain missing data and hence discarded. The rest is partitioned as 149 for training, 74 for validation and 74 for testing. There are 13 input and 2 output attributes. The purpose is to predict the presence of the heart disease according to input attributes.
4) Horse Colic
This problem has many missing values (about 30% overall 
C. Computational Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of an MLP (for both FP and BP) depends on the network configuration parameters [37] : number of hidden layers (the network depth) and the number of hidden neurons in each hidden layer. Having the same topological properties, a GOP having the same configuration with a MLP will have the same complexity; however, both BP and FP times may slightly vary depending on the selection of operators of the GOPs. All nodal operators have a higher cost than the nodal operator of MLPs (multiplication); however, some pool and activation operators can have lower or higher cost than the corresponding MLP operators. For instance the pool operator maximum has lower cost than summation. Both lincut and linear activation operators too have lower cost than tanh. In the worst case BP and FP operations over a single hidden layer GOP takes 43% and 19% more time respectively than the MLP with the same configuration. In the best case it takes 17% and 8% less time for the same configuration.
The computational complexity of the GIS algorithm during the PF can be expressed as follows: let Θ be the size of the operator library, , TR be the time for a single test run, and NTR be the number of test runs. Since a test-run consists of a short BP run, which takes only a fraction of the time for a regular BP run, over the multi-core systems (e.g. cloud/grid computing, GPU programming or multi-core PCs). The exact computational complexity analysis for GIS is not straightforward simply because the GIS termination criterion can be achieved at any BP iteration while processing any operator set for any layer and during any test-run. We can only compute the computational time of GIS, , for the best-case and worst-case scenarios. In the best-case the target learning performance is achieved at the initial phase of the GIS, e.g., GOPmin with operators, I-R-R. In this case, = T . In the worst case the termination criterion cannot be met during the two-pass GIS operation. The total time for the worst case scenario can be expressed as, , = 2 2 Θ T . As this is an embarrassingly parallel process, with a multi-core implementation the overall time can easily be reduced by the number of cores, and if the number of cores is equal or higher than 2 Θ then the overall time in the worst-case scenario can be reduced to: = 2 . In our multi-core parallel implementation, we used a PC with 8 cores. With Θ = 72 in the POP implementation, the GIS is expected to take around = 18 . The results show that for a single hidden layer POP, on the average the PF with 2 pass GIS takes [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] times longer duration than the training of the equivalent MLP as expected; however, it usually takes less time than the time for training the deep MLP. Recall that even the deep MLP could not learn any of the challenging problems evaluated earlier despite its significantly higher network complexity. Besides the POP's elegant learning and generalization performance with the minimal complexity, they also have a comparable classification (forward propagation) complexity with the equivalent MLPs.
Since PF and training are both offline processes that are performed only once while classification will be repeated indefinitely as an online process, this makes the POP's minimal complexity level a crucial advantage for any machine learning problem.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we aimed to tackle the well-known problems and limitations of the feed-forward ANNs with a generalized model of the biological neurons, The proposed GOP model allows the encapsulation of many linear and nonlinear operators in order to achieve an elegant diversity and a better model of the synaptic connections, along with the integration process at the soma of the biological neuron cells. Even though we modified the BP method to train any GOP, we have revealed that only the right operator set with the properly trained parameters can truly provide the right blend of kernel transformations to accurately approximate or to model the underlying complex function/surface of the learning problem. We addressed this issue by proposing Progressive Operational Perceptrons (POPs) that are self-organized and depth-adaptive. In the proposed progressive formation approach, the optimal operator set for each hidden layer is searched iteratively and their parameters are optimized simultaneously by the modified BP. Such a layerwise formation avoids redundant hidden layer formations and create the final POP with the right depth and diversity required by the learning problem complexity. An extensive set of experiments show that POPs can provide a tremendous diversity and hence can manage the most challenging learning problems that cannot be learned even partially by conventional ANNs with deeper and significantly complex configurations. The most striking example is the white noise approximation problem where there is no pattern for learning; however, the final POP with the proper depth was able to fit a complex function even over such random data with the desired accuracy. Furthermore, we observed that when the data size is significantly increased, POPs can scale up well as long as the major data patterns prevail.
The results over the four benchmark Proben1 datasets show that the best generalization performance that the POPs can achieve is equivalent or better than what conventional ANNs can. Note that these results still promise a baseline learning performance whereas the gap can further be widened when the operator library is enriched especially with such nodal and pool operators that can further boost the diversity. This will be our goal for the future research.
